Go Panthers!

The following is a list of the recruited athletes from Pine Crest. These athletes are committed to play at these schools and secured a spot on their respective teams.

**Football:**
- Traveon Henry - Northwestern University
- Michael Holz - Bates College
- Evan Buhler - Hamilton College
- Gabriel Gonzalez - Brown University
- Sam Wilson - Pomona College
- Dewayne Cameron - College of The Holy Cross

**Swimming:**
- Gotti Eisenberger - University of Southern California
- Austin Evenson - Georgetown University
- Delaney Brock - Duke University
- Ryan Walter - Johns Hopkins University
- Mallory McKeon - Columbia University

**Boys Lacrosse:**
- Hunter Barnett - Rutgers University

**Girls Golf:**
- Lily Morrison - Dartmouth College

**Girls Volleyball:**
- Carolina Berger - Tufts University
- Kyra Baum - Tufts University

**Baseball:**
- Shea Parikh - Davidson College

**Tennis:**
- Blaine Willenborg – University of Pennsylvania
- Carlos De Bracamonte – Amherst College

**Boys Basketball:**
- Miles Nolting – Massachusetts Institute of Technology

**Rowing**
- Jack Jablonski – Princeton
- Edward Walker - Princeton
- Daniel Moon - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Ali Finkelstein - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Danielle Coller - University of Wisconsin